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Desktop research results
Lithuania
1. Definitions and interpretations of hate crime (including hate speech)
1. a) In law
Country
Lithuania

Definitions

Provided by whom

The hate crime category Human Rights
includes not only hate speech Monitoring Institute
(incitement
to
hatred, (HRMI)
contempt,
marginalization
and psychological abuse)
against the groups of people
characterised by certain
features, but also physical
violence against them (killing,
bodily
harm),
property
crimes (property damage,
vandalism,
church
and

What do they say
Article 60 part 1 p. 12, Article 129 part 2 p. 13, Article 135 part 2 p. 13,
Article 138 part 2 p. 13 of the Criminal Code
Offensive actions, which also may incite hatred include other actions
listed in the Chapter “Crimes and misdemeanours against person’s
equal rights and freedom of conscience” of the Lithuanian Criminal
Code: Article 169, 170(1) and 171 of the Criminal Code.
The Code of Administrative Offences of the Republic of Lithuania does
not provide for punishments for crimes but rather regulates the
liability for administrative offenses. Article 188(18) of the Code of
Administrative Offences:
Dissemination or use at the public gathering or at any other mass
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cemetery desecration) as
well as other criminal acts.
Hate crimes infringe on
personal qualities that make
up the core of one’s
personality and identity
.Often, hate attacks are
exceptionally
offensive,
violent, impudent, public,
and visible, and that is why
they have a negative impact
not only on the social order
and security, but also build
unfoundedly negative social
prejudices as well as negative
opinion about certain groups
of people or their members.
Lithuania

Hate speech is the public
dissemination (oral, written)
of information (ideas,
opinions, knowingly
misrepresented facts)
expressing contempt, inciting
to hatred, discrimination,
abuse, physical violence

event or other demonstration of a flag, or an emblem, or flags, or
signs or uniforms containing Nazi Germany, USSR, Lithuanian SSR flag
or emblem, Nazi or communist organization symbols or uniforms, Nazi
Germany, USSR or Lithuanian SSR flag or emblem, Nazi swastika, Nazi
SS sign, Soviet hammer and sickle sign, signs and flags made of the
Soviet red five-pointed star, images of the German nasionalist and
USSR communist party leaders responsible for the repressions of the
Lithuanian citizens, and signing of Nazi Germany, USSR or Lithuanian
SSR anthem shall be punished by a fine of 500-1000 litas and the
confiscations of the administrative offense instrument.

Human Rights
Monitoring Institute
(HRMI)

The liability for hate speech is provided for in Articles 170 and 170(2)
of the Chapter “Crimes and misdemeanours against a person’s equal
rights and freedom of conscience” of the Criminal Code.
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against a group of people or
a member of that group
because of his/her gender,
sexual orientation, race,
ethnicity, language, descent,
social status, religion, beliefs
or opinions.

1. b) In recommended police procedures
Country
Lithuania

Definitions
The right to
interpretation
and translation
Code of Criminal
Procedures
Articles 8(2),
44(7)

Provided by whom
Human Rights
Monitoring Institute,
2013

What do they say
The Code of Criminal Procedures covers the right to interpretation and translation in a
rather vague way. It lays down a general principle that all participants of the criminal
proceedings who do not know Lithuanian have a right to use the services of an
interpreter/ translator in the course of the criminal proceedings, including when
accessing case files. Interpretation and translation services are always provided free of
charge to the suspect.
There is no formal procedure laid down in the Code of Criminal Procedures for
assessing whether the victim needs interpretation/translation services. The decision
rests solely with the investigating officer with whom the victim comes into contact. No
special procedure to contest a negative decision regarding the interpreter/translator
exists. However, the decision can be appealed under the general procedure for
contesting the actions and decisions of the officers who conduct the criminal
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investigation (Articles 62-65).

Lithuania

The right to
information

Human Rights
Monitoring Institute,
2013

The officers in the criminal proceedings are under a general obligation to inform the
participants of the criminal proceedings of their procedural rights. To decide on what
exactly falls under the procedural rights appears to be at the discretion of each officer.
However, since such services as general victim support, individual victim assessment or
restorative justice are not laid down in Lithuanian laws, no victims are ever informed
about their rights to access these services. The victim must be informed about her or
his right to compensation; however, this applies only in cases of violent crimes.
There are no requirements in national law to inform the victim of her or his rights on
the first contact in the criminal proceedings with the competent authority. There are
also no requirements on how and in what language the informing must be carried out,
thus leaving it at the complete discretion of the relevant officer dealing with the victim.

Human Rights
Monitoring Institute,
2013

Where the contact between the victim and the offender is concerned the Lithuanian
legislation contains no specific obligations for the investigating authorities to avoid such
contact, nor does it offer any general guidance on how the criminal proceedings should
be conducted in that regard. The sole exception to this is the regulation on interviews
of juvenile crime victims. The Code of Criminal Procedures provides that the offender
can be prevented from attending any of the interviews with the juvenile victim, if her or
his presence could influence or pose a threat to the victim (Article 186(2) and (3))

Code of Criminal
Procedures
Articles 45, 46
(2)

Lithuania

contact
between the
victim and the
offender

The Lithuanian legislation also covers to some extent measures that allow avoiding
visual contact between victims and offenders during court proceedings. The Code of
Criminal Procedures allows for the removal of the offender from the courtroom if he or
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she might hinder the victim to give evidence. (Article 274)
However, this is only for the duration of evidence giving stage.

Lithuania

the number of
interviews and
medical
examinations

Human Rights
Monitoring Institute,
2013

The Code of Criminal Proceures does not contain a general principle of a minimum
number of procedures involving the crime victim. The only exception again is interviews
with juvenile crime victims. The CCP establishes that a juvenile crime victim is normally
interviewed no more than once in the course of pre-trial investigation (Article 186(2))
The requirement to carry out interviews with the victim by or with participation of
specially trained professionals is partially covered in the cases of juvenile crime victims.
If a victim under the age of 18 years is interviewed in the criminal investigation, a
psychologist may be called upon to participate in the interview. (Article 186(5))
However, no such support is available to other vulnerable victims, including hate crime
victims.

Lithuania

the protection
of crime victims’
privacy in the
criminal
proceedings

Human Rights
Monitoring Institute,
2013

As a precaution, personal data of crime victims must be kept separately from the case
file. (Articles 181(1), 183(3) and 185, 220)
The offender and her or his representative are not allowed to access this data. (Articles
181(1), 218(3), 237)
Furthermore, they are not allowed to make copies of the case material related to the
private life of a crime victim. (Article 181(6))
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1.c) Examples of interpretations of law used in acquittal of hate crime (including hate speech)
and in giving aggravated sentences
Country

Source: Human Rights
Monitoring Institute, Hate
Crime in Lithuania,
Information Guide 2013

Lithuania
No 1A-407-337/2009

Provided by whom

What did they say

From the decision of
Panevėžys district
court in criminal
case

In 2006, within Anykščiai town, V. V., who was driving in a car past the
citizen
M. M., publicly mocked the latter through the open car window calling
him
”čiurka” (degrading name for people of Asian origin) in front of witnesses,
later
repeating such actions in Bikuva store in Anykščiai and later in the parking
lot near this store, by adding that “people such as him should be deported
from
Lithuania” and using obscene epithets to name the victim. Later, on the
steps
near Norfa store, in front of the surrounding people, the citizen A.V. (the
son of
V.V.) mocked M.M. by calling him “čiurka”, pointing out that “ foreigners
are
not welcome here” and using harsh epithets on him.
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Lithuania

No 1-510-648/08; No
1-403-784/08; No 1-181648/09; No 1-40-784/09; No
14-1-00927-09; No 1-608497/09

From the decision of
Vilnius city district
court in criminal
cases

On March 11, 2008, at around 16:00, young skinheads marched from
Katedros
Square along Gedimino prospektas and Vasario 16 street towards Tauras
Hill, chanting and inciting hatred. They sang the songs “Ant kalno mūrai…”
(“Castle on the hill…”, a national song), “Lipo žydas kopėčiom...“ ( “The
Jew
climbed the ladder…” , anti-Semitic song), “Viens du trys su pusė, graži
Lietuva
be rusų...“ (“One two three and a half, Lithuania is nice without
Russians…,“)
and chanted the slogans “Lithuania for Lithuanians,” “Juden-raus“ and
others.
After receiving a report about a group of young men (about 200 people)
some
of whom were skinheads (about 70 people), getting together and starting
a
march, the police arrived to the scene and escorted the march, whilst
observing
the participants. The crowd was carrying not only the Lithuanian, but also
the
Latvian flag and a black flag with a swastika. The majority of the
participants
were dressed in black jackets and camouflage pants.

Lithuania

No 1-250-88/2008

From the decision of
Vilnius city 1st

On April 2, 2007, on the Internet news portal www.delfi.lt in the
comments following the publication of the A. Vinokuras’ article “A.
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district court in the
criminal case

Vinokuras: apie Lietuvos
žydų restitucijos problemą“ (“About the restitution problem of the
Lithuanian
Jews”) the individuals nicknamed ’lietuvis‘ ’antisemitas’, ’neantisemitas‘
and
others incited to hatred against the Jewish people, mocking and scorning
them
and provoking hatred towards them particularly with the comment “The
Lithuanians who massacred Jews are the real heroes. We should build
them a monument in Paneriai.”

2. Legal provisions, definitions and interpretations
2.a) Relevant International Legal Provisions in Lithuanian context
Country

Law

Ratified

Lithuania

International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR): articles 19
and 20

Ratified
1991

Lithuania

International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Ratified
1998

Exceptions, declarations
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Lithuania

Lithuania

Discrimination (ICERD): article 4
Additional Protocol to the
Convention on Cybercrime,
concerning the criminalisation of acts
of a racist and xenophobic nature
committed through computer
systems (Council of Europe): articles
2-6

International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of
Their Families
Adopted by UN General Assembly
resolution 45/158 of 18 December
1990

Ratified
2006

Declaration contained in the instrument of ratification deposited
on 12 October 2006
In accordance with Article 6, paragraph 2, subparagraph a, and
Article 12, paragraph 3, of the Additional Protocol to the Convention
on Cybercrime, the Republic of Lithuania states that criminal liability
for denial or gross minimisation arises if it has been committed “with
the intent to incite hatred, discrimination or violence against any
individual or group of individuals, based on race, colour, descent or
national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if used as a pretext for
any of these factors”.

Not signed

2.b) Relevant Legal Provisions in the Lithuanian Penal Code
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Bias types - sex, sexual orientation, race, nationality, language, origin, social status, religion, conviction or belief, politics,
ethnicity, cultural group, gender, social group.
Country

Paragraph

Lithuania

Paragraph §99 §100

International crimes
§99: prohibition of genocide, attempted genocide and complicity in genocide;
provides for punishment by imprisonment
"Any person who aiming at physical destruction, in whole or in part, of people
belonging to any national, ethnic, racial, religious, social or political group
organized, directed or participated in killing, torturing, injuring, hampering of
mental development, deporting or by other means creating such living conditions
that inflicted their physical destruction in whole or in part, or imposed measures
intended to prevent births within such group or forcibly transferred their children
over to other groups, shall be punished by imprisonment from 5 to 20 years or life
imprisonment."
§100: prohibition of violation of international humanitarian law including
persecution on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious or gender
grounds; provides for punishment by imprisonment.

Lithuania

Paragraph §170, 170(1)

Incitement to hatred/dissemination of racist ideas
1. A person who, for the purposes of distribution, produces, acquires, sends,
transports or stores the items ridiculing, expressing contempt for, urging hatred of
or inciting discrimination against a group of persons or a person belonging thereto
on grounds of sex, sexual orientation, race, nationality, language, descent, social
status, religion, convictions or views or inciting violence, a physical violent
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treatment of such a group of persons or the person belonging thereto or
distributes them shall be punished by a fine or by restriction of liberty or by arrest
or by imprisonment for a term of up to one year.
2. A person who publicly ridicules, expresses contempt for, urges hatred of or
incites discrimination against a group of persons or a person belonging thereto on
grounds of sex, sexual orientation, race, nationality, language, descent, social
status, religion, convictions or views shall be punished by a fine or by restriction of
liberty or by arrest or by imprisonment for a term of up to two years.
3. A person who publicly incites violence or a physical violent treatment of a group
of persons or a person belonging thereto on grounds of sex, sexual orientation,
race, nationality, language, descent, social status, religion, convictions or views or
finances or otherwise supports such activities shall be punished by a fine or by
restriction of liberty or by arrest or by imprisonment for a term of up to three
years.
170 (1): Creation and Activities of the Groups and Organizations Aiming at
Discriminating a Group of Persons or Inciting against It.
A person who creates a group of accomplices or an organized group or
organization aiming at discriminating a group of persons on grounds of sex, sexual
orientation, race, nationality, language, descent, social status, religion, convictions
or views or inciting against it or participates in the activities of such a group or
organization or finances or otherwise supports such a group or organization shall
be punished by a fine or by restriction of liberty or by arrest or by imprisonment
for a term of up to one year.
Law on Amendment of Republic of Lithuania on Provision of Information to the
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Public prohibits instigating war, national, racial, religious and social discord and
gender enmity and hatred.
Lithuania

Paragraph §312

Destruction of property
prohibition of destruction or desecration of graves and acts of vandalism in
cemeteries with racial, national or religious motivation; provides for punishment
by public works, fine, restriction of freedom, arrest or imprisonment.

Lithuania

Paragraph §169, §171

Civil rights violations
§1 69: 'Any person, who commits an act intended at hindering a group of people
or an individual belonging to such group on account of their sex, sexual
orientation, race, nationality, language, origin, social status, religion, conviction or
belief, to equally with others participate in political, economic, social, cultural,
labour or other activities or to restrict rights and freedoms of such group of people
or an individual belonging to this group, shall be punished by public works or fine,
or restriction of freedom, or arrest, or imprisonment up to 3 years."
§171: prohibition of disturbance of religious services or celebrations of state
recognized religious communities or associations; provides for punishment by
public works, fine, restriction of freedom or arrest.

Lithuania

Paragraph

Racist organizations
§214 Administrative Code prohibits creating or participating in the activities of an
organization that instigates national, racial or religious enmity
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2.c) Most recent recommendations from CERD, NGOs and responses and reports to CERD and
other bodies in relation to the Lithuanian state’s position re international legislation (Note there
are no ENAR shadow reports for DK)
Country

CERD Recommendation

Consideration of reports
submitted by States parties
under article 9 of the
Convention, Sixth to eighth
periodic reports of States
parties due in 2014 : Lithuania
http://www.refworld.org/publ
isher,CERD,,LTU,5652ff074,0.h
tml

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination decided at its seventy
sixth session (A/65/18, para. 85) that the Country Rapporteur would send to the
State party concerned a short list of themes with a view to guiding and focusing
the dialogue between the State party’s delegation and the Committee during the
consideration of the State party’s report. This document contains a list of such
themes, including:
- The Convention in domestic law, and the institutional and policy
framework for its implementation (arts. 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7)
- Situation of ethnic and national minority groups, in particular Roma (art.
5)
- Migrants, including refugees, stateless persons and asylum seekers (arts. 2
and 5)

Consideration of reports
submitted by States parties
under article 9 of the
Convention, Sixth to eighth
periodic reports of States

During the preparation of the report, due regard has been paid to the
Committee’s concluding observations on the fourth and fifth periodic reports of
Lithuania, approved by the Committee at its 78th session on 10 March 2011
(CERD/C/LTU/CO/4–5). During the preparation of the report, due regard has also
been paid to the report of Lithuania on the implementation of the

Other
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parties due in 2014 : Lithuania
http://www.refworld.org/publ
isher,CERD,,LTU,5652fe5f4,0.h
tml

recommendations provided in paragraph 30 of the concluding observations
(CERD/C/LTU/CO/4–5/Add.1) and the Committee’s letter asking for additional
information following the analysis of that report (CERD/81st/FU/GH/FM).
The Committee recommends that the State party provide the advisory bodies
dealing with human rights, including the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman, with
appropriate human and financial resources in order to enable them to perform
optimally. The Committee recommends that the State party establish an
independent national human rights institution, in accordance with the Paris
Principles (General Assembly resolution 48/134).

The Office of the Equal
Opportunities
Ombudsperson functions
since 1999, which is an
independent
state
institution accountable to
the Parliament, is one of
the key institutions within
the equal opportunities
and
gender
equality
machinery.
(http://lygybe.lt/en)

The Committee encourages the State party to adopt a law on national The draft Law on National
minorities as soon as possible, giving effect to the relevant provisions of the Minorities
has
been
Convention, in particular those of article 4.
submitted
to
the
Parliament
for
its
consideration
in
the
The Committee notes that no information has been provided regarding autumn session in 2014
remedies granted to victims of racist and xenophobic acts.
and spring session in 2015


Procedural rights are guaranteed to the victims of racial discrimination
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and xenophobia in all cases without exception in accordance with the
main provisions of the Constitution, the Convention on the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination and the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human
Rights). The procedural status of the victim in pretrial investigations and
criminal proceedings is governed by the Code of Criminal Procedure.


Article 28 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, “Victim”, determines the
rights of the victim and of the victim’s legal representative in criminal
proceedings: to give evidence, to submit applications (having applied for
the relevant actions of the pretrial investigation, the victim, under article
178 of the Code “Actions by prosecutors and investigating officials” shall
be entitled to participate in the investigative actions carried out at his/her
request, to ask questions at the hearings, to get acquainted with the
records of actions carried out at his/her request, and to comment on the
content of these records), to challenge judges; to have access to the case
during the pretrial investigation and the trial (during the pretrial
investigation, the victim has the right to access the pretrial file at any
time), to participate in the trial proceedings before the court, to appeal
against the actions of the pretrial investigation officer, prosecutor, the
judge of pretrial investigation and the court, as well as to appeal against
the judgement or ruling, and to deliver the final speech before the court.



In cases specified in the Law on State-Guaranteed Legal Aid, the victim in a
criminal case concerning offences against equality or freedom of
conscience is entitled to State-guaranteed secondary legal aid. Secondary
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legal aid involves State-guaranteed assistance by an advocate in court,
which includes drafting of documents, defence and case representation in
court, including the process of execution. The aforementioned law
ensures that persons eligible for State-guaranteed secondary legal aid are
those whose property and annual income do not exceed the property and
income levels established by the Government for the provision of legal
aid. The aggrieved parties in the cases concerning compensation for the
damage incurred through criminal actions, including the cases when the
issue of compensation for damage is heard as part of a criminal case shall
be eligible for secondary legal aid regardless of the property and income
levels established by the Government. The eligibility of these persons for
secondary legal aid shall be attested to by a decision of a pretrial
investigation officer, prosecutor or by a court ruling recognizing a person
as the aggrieved party and/or by a court judgement. Information on
victims’ access to State-guaranteed legal aid is provided in the sample
form of the decision to recognize the aggrieved party as amended by
Order No. I-107 of 22 July 2009 of the Prosecutor General.
Article 128 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, “Notification of suspect’s
arrest”, sets forth an imperative that the prosecutor or the officer of
pretrial investigation must inform the victim in a case concerning a racist
or discriminatory offence about the offender’s (suspect’s) arrest and
determine whether the victim wishes to be notified of the future release
of the suspect. Notification of the suspect’s arrest is not necessary if the
victim’s place of residence is unknown. The suspect and his counsel are
prevented from accessing the contents of the documents endorsing these
actions.
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Pursuant to the provisions of article 198 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, “Right to claim anonymity by the victim or the witness”, and
article 199, “Grounds for granting anonymity for the victim and the
witness”, the victim or witness of any grave, serious or less serious crime,
where there is a real danger to the life, health, liberty or property of the
victim, witness or their family members or close relatives, as well as their
interests of service, business or other legitimate interests, where the
testimony of the victim or witness is relevant to criminal proceedings, as
well as in cases of crimes on racist and discriminatory grounds, may
request the prosecutor or the officer of pretrial investigation to ensure
his/her anonymity in accordance with the procedure prescribed by the
Code. The anonymity can be granted at the prosecutor’s initiative only if
all the aforementioned grounds are met. From 2008 to mid-2013, no
applications for anonymity were filed and anonymity was never actually
granted in criminal cases concerning racist or discriminatory offences.



In exceptional cases, where the victim of racial discrimination and
xenophobia offences faces real danger to life, he/she may be granted
State protection. It should be noted that such exclusive security measure
for a victim of racist, xenophobic, discriminatory offences has never been
applied in criminal proceedings due to the absence of substantive
grounds.

The Committee also requests further information on the impact of training In order to prevent racial
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courses and campaigns on the elimination of racial discrimination.
In the view of the recent resurgence of activities by neo-Nazi groups (including a
march held in February 2012), the Committee requests further information on
any prosecutions or convictions based on Law No. XI-330 of 9 July 2009
criminalizing activities of groups and organizations which promote racial hatred
and discrimination.
The Committee requests information on further efforts undertaken by the State
party, including legislative, judicial, policy and educational measures to halt
activities of such organizations and prevent racial discrimination.
The Committee recommends that the State party monitor any form of racial
segregation in the light of its general recommendation No. 19 (1995) on the
prevention, prohibition and eradication of racial segregation and apartheid and
include this information in its next periodic report on racial segregation and
apartheid (art. 3 of the Convention), bearing in mind that conditions of racial
segregation are not created only by governmental policies but may arise as an
unintended by-product of the actions of private persons such as ghetto-like
housing and other forms of social isolation.
The Committee recommends that the State party make full use of its general
recommendation No. 31 (2005) on prevention of racial discrimination in the
administration and functioning of the criminal justice system, including by
developing appropriate education programmes for both law enforcement
officers and minority groups.

discrimination and
promote tolerance, the
Government has prepared
and approved national
strategies, programmes
and action plans, such as
the National AntiDiscrimination Programme
for 2009–2011, the InterInstitutional Action Plan
for Promotion of NonDiscrimination for 2012–
2014, the Strategy for the
Development until 2015 of
the National Minorities
Policy, the Programme for
Roma Integration into the
Lithuanian Society for
2008–2010, the Action
Plan for Roma Integration
into the Lithuanian Society
for 2012–2014, and the
National Programme on
Equal Opportunities for
Women and Men for
2010–2014
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The Committee requests updated data on targeted initiatives, and the impact
and concrete results of the Action Plan for Roma Integration into the Lithuanian
Society for 2012–2014 in terms of education, employment and access to health
services by the Roma community.
The Committee recommends that the State party should increase efforts in
ensuring that Roma children integrate in the mainstream schools, resolutely
address the problem of Roma children dropping out of school and promote
Roma language in the school system.
The Committee invites the State party to strengthen its policies and
programmes for the integration of minority groups, in particular the integration
of Roma into Lithuanian society in the light of its general recommendation No.
27 (2000) on discrimination against Roma.
The Committee encourages the State party to consider ratifying those human
rights treaties which it has not yet ratified, in particular treaties the provisions
of which have a direct bearing on the subject of racial discrimination, such as
the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant
Workers and Members of Their Families (1990) and the Convention against
Discrimination in Education of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (1960). The Committee requests that the State party
include specific information on action plans and other measures taken to
implement the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action at the national
level.
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The Committee recommends continuing consulting and expanding the dialogue
with organizations of civil society working in the area of human rights
protection.
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3. Scientific literature (from 2010)
Objectives

Brief abstracts

To consider the issue Intolerance became one of global problems in the contemporary world. It based on neglecting and restraining
cultural differences of individuals. This introductive article addresses the following question: is this problem relevant
of intolerance in
to Lithuania, and may Lithuania be characterised as intolerant state. The author stresses, that in circumstances of
Lithuania
developing intolerance to certain ethnic and religion groups, it is extremely important how researchers, experts,
politics, and government react to manifestations of contemporary extremisms. The article indicates essential factors
influencing relationships between social groups in international society and delivers strategies that may be used in
order to stop extremism. At the end, the author presents an overview of ethnic discrimination in Lithuania based on
data of the monitoring of ethnic intolerance conducted in 2000-2005. The information collected allows taking a look
at manifestation of intolerance in occupation, accommodation, legal, and education sectors as well as discussing
violent intolerance. The article underlines that one of the most main strategies resisting to the extremism is taking
remedies at governmental level, including legal prosecution of extremists.

To demonstrate how
the phenomenon of

The article deals with the concept of race and racism and forms of their manifestation in modern society, with the
focus on manifestations of racism in public discourse. Different approaches to analyzing racism in public discourse
are presented. Also, by giving examples from Lithuanian media, the universality of “neo”-racism definition and the

Bibliography
reference
Kasatkina N. 2006. Visuomenės
nuostatų dichotomija: tolerancija
versus nepakantumas? //Etniškumo
studijos 2006/1: Etninis
nepakantumas/Ethnicity Studies
2006/1: Ethnic Intolerance. Vilnius:
Socialinių tyrimų
institutas/Eugrimas, p. 7-18.
ISSN 1822-1041

Frėjutė-Rakauskienė M. 2006.
Contemporary Phenomenon of
Racism and its Manifestations in
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Objectives

Brief abstracts

Bibliography
reference

‘neo-racism’ is
represented in
Lithuanian public
discourse (media)

influence of the mass media in creating and reproducing racial and ethnic stereotypes and prejudices are discussed.

Public Discourse//Filosofija.
Sociologija. Lietuvos mokslų
akademijos leidykla, Nr. 4, p. 13-19.
ISSN 0235-7186. (Šiuolaikinio
rasizmo fenomenas ir jo apraiškos
viešajame diskurse)

To show how the
study of internet
comments may
reveal the
manifestation of
ethnic intolerance in
on-line media

Freedom of the press and word in democratic state as well as presentation of news are directly linked with social
responsibility, integration and development of tolerance. However society-based discussions regarding
discrimination of ethnic groups, manifestations of ethnic intolerance in mass media occur in line with searching of
effective ways to prevent racism, xenophobia and other forms of ethnic intolerance available in the internet. Activity
of mass media is being regulated on the basis of laws, legal norms and norms of professional regulation. Websites of
internet mass media and comments is new glance towards public discourse. Multimedia, interactive and free
internet mass media is the specific area sensible for manifestations of ethic intolerance. Subject of the research is
phenomenon of ethnic intolerance. Ethnic intolerance is a subject still ambivalently understood and assessed, and
manifestations of intolerance available in comments of news websites only recently gained attention of society and
the mass media itself. The study of comments of article introduced in this study focuses on spread of manifestations
of ethnic intolerance in the internet.

Auškalnienė, L. 2006. Etninis
nepakantumas Lietuvos
internetinėje žiniasklaidoje :
komentarai internete. Etniškumo
studijos. 2006, Nr.1. p. 45-58.

To examine the depiction
of ethnic minorities,
refugees, immigrants
and other groups and
ethnic issues in the

The article examines the depiction of ethnic minorities, refugees, immigrants and other groups and ethnic issues in
the Lithuanian media, revealing the main stereotypes of ethnic minority groups. Using the classification of the forms
of ethnic intolerance in mass media, the article presents the generalised results of the monitoring of ethnic issues in
the press performed by the Centre for Ethnic Research, as well as some examples of ethnic intolerance and
xenophobia in the Lithuanian press. The bulk of data consists of the press reports on ethnic topics in 2004, 2005, and

Beresnevičiūtė, V.; FrėjutėRakauskienė, M. 2006. Etninė
tematika ir nepakantumas
Lietuvos žiniasklaidoje :
dienraščių analizė.
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Objectives

Brief abstracts

Bibliography
reference

Lithuanian media,
revealing the main
stereotypes of ethnic
minority groups

2006. The increasing flow of information on ethnic topics, which is dominated by relatively weaker forms of
intolerance construction in the media (e.g., creating a negative image of a minority group by means of texts or
mentioning an ethnic or religious group in a demeaning context), coincides with the strengthening of negative social
attitudes and ethnic intolerance trends towards certain ethnic groups. The following ethnic and religious groups
continue to be mentioned the most: the Russians, the Jews, the Gypsies (Roma), the Muslims, and immigrants. These
minority groups are depicted in the press by attributing significant negative characteristics to them and by
disregarding their actual problems. According to public opinion surveys, ethnic intolerance towards the Gypsies
(Roma) remains the highest. The Lithuanian population’s intolerance towards the Muslims and immigrant groups is
also increasing in relation to the significantly intensifying media attention to these groups.

Etniškumo studijos. 2006, Nr.1. p.
19-44.

To explore the

Lithuania can take pride in its historical legacy of ethnical, religious and cultural diversity during the time of the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Polish-Lithuanian Union. Modern Lithuania departed from this tradition, turning
into an increasingly homogenous political actor in the age of nationalism. However, the new Lithuanian state offered
Jews extensive cultural autonomy from 1918 to 1926. The Second World War and the Holocaust caused the
complete destruction of the Litvak community and culture. Anti-Semitism in Soviet Lithuania never differed
significantly from official policies, adopted by the Kremlin. Some characteristically Lithuanian traits of anti-Semitism
emerged within conservative and chauvinistic émigré circles. Yet the country was to revive the full scale of prejudice
and hatred after 1990. This article explores the trajectories of anti-Semitic imagination and the dynamics of antiSemitic politics in modern Lithuania.

Donskis, L. 2006. Another word
for uncertainty : anti-semitism in
modern Lithuania. Nordeuropa
forum. 2006, Iss. 1. p. 7-26.

This article analyses the reporting and portrayal of Roma, the representations examined are predominantly from
articles in the Lithuanian press, in 2005–2006. These years were marked by an intensive flow of information on Roma
issues and the database compiled from this information provides the author with an opportunity to apply
quantitative analysis of the content of the media reports that is based on minority or media-analytical perspectives.
From the evidence taken from different data sources, this article discusses dynamic and subject-matter changes of

Beresnevičiūtė V. 2010. Prievartos
retorika prieš visuomenės
nebyliuosius: Lietuvos spaudos
tekstų apie romus analizė.
Etniškumo studijos 2010/1-2. LSTC/

trajectories of antiSemitic imagination and
the dynamics of antiSemitic politics in
modern Lithuania

To analyze the
reporting and
potrayal of Roma in
Lithuanian media
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and to show how
the rhetoric of
violence and
Othering is
implemented

the constructed images of the Roma people. It is argued that within the dominating speech scheme, Roma are
defined as an "other" group (usually as an external evil) that is distinct in its cultural norms, life style and other
characteristics. Roma thus become an impersonal group that is portrayed as a "loudly chattering / loudly twittering /
loudly shouting" entity – despite being considered a voiceless agent – and an unreliable part of a dialogue, which is
involved in exclusively negative activities (criminal behaviour, drug-dealing, threatening to society’s security, being
unreliable neighbours, etc.).
The categories ascribed to Roma, and reoccurring in press reports, represent a rhetoric of violence that discloses
discoursive power relations: the content of the reports is homogenous, controlled and generates recognisable
definitions in social knowledge and structure of social relations that determine fear, anxiety, hostility, hatred and a
high level of social distance towards Roma and transforms social interactions correspondingly. The rhetoric of
violence instigates an atmosphere of fear that is reflected in the negative public attitudes towards Roma, and society
constructs images that legitimate violence relations with Roma.

Eugrimas, p. 86-104.

To analyze the
results of the
comparative survey
among German and
Lithuanian youth
which show the
higher level of
intolerance and
homophobia among
Lithuanians.

The article analyses the problem of intolerance while comparing Lithuania and Germany, the peculiarities of its
spread among yougsters, and justifies the significance of social work while solving problems of intolerance. In order
to find out the extent of intolerance spread among Lithuanian and German students and analyse the personal
experience of respondents in the field of violence and discrimination, a questionnaire survey was performed in
Vilnius University and Leipzig University of Applied Sciences. A total of 171 students participated in the research (64
girls and 32 boys in Lithuania, 43 girls and 32 boys in Germany). The analysis of the obtained results has revealed that
there is a great difference between Lithuanian and German students’ attitudes with regard to discriminated groups
of people. Lithuanians’ intolerance towards representatives of other nations, homosexuals, Jews, homeless persons,
Gypsies is manifold higher that Germans’ attitudes. Lithuanian men are more homophobic and have more
stereotypes with regard to the issue of gender equality then women do. In Germany, the difference between women
and men with regard to issues of intolerance is very slight. The results of the research indicate the importance of

Bumblauskaitė, J.; Lepeškienė, V.;
Paškauskaitė, A. 2007. Studentų
netolerantiškų nuostatų tyrimas
Lietuvoje ir Vokietijoje.
Lyginamoji analizė. STEPP :
socialinė teorija, empirija, politika
ir praktika. 2007, Nr. 4. p. 96-103.
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social work in this field. Activities performed in Lithuania are not efficient enough and more formal. It does not
actually reach the target group and bring obvious results in transforming the youth’s attitudes. The peril of the
phenomenon of intolerance is not estimated, and no measures are taken to prevent aggression and discrimination,
therefore, it is very important to draw attention to tendencies prevailing among youngsters. The article indicates
possible guidelines for social workers’ activities aimed at decreasing intolerance.
to examine in what
forms and how ethnic
intolerance is
constructed in printed
and Internet media
texts through
representation of
topics, problems,
named causers of the
problems and their
causality (i.e. by
introducing/presenting
explanations of causes
of the problems)

The aim of this research is to analyze ethnic topics of Lithuanian press. The objective of the research is to examine in
what forms and how ethnic intolerance is constructed in printed and Internet media texts through representation of
topics, problems, named causers of the problems and their causality (i.e. by introducing/presenting explanations of
causes of the problems). Therefore, the main problem of this study is the assessment of the concept of ethnic
intolerance and measurement of ethnic intolerance in media discourse. The main body of empirical data was
collected during the qualitative research of printed and Internet media, which consisted of two parts: (1) media
content analysis and (2) structured interviews with experts (politicians, officials, representatives of ethnic minorities,
and journalists). The findings of the research of ethnic intolerance content in Lithuanian media reveals that topics
(problems) of interethnic relations in Lithuanian press are mostly interrelated with economical and political issues
and less with cultural and psychological causality aspects. Each ethnic or religious group - Roma, Jews, Polish,
Russians, Muslims and immigrants - is associated with specific problems in the Lithuanian press. No aggressive forms
of ethnic intolerance (incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence) were found in the content of Lithuanian
press. The most common manifestations of ethnic intolerance in Lithuanian press were hate speech, harassment,
subtle (hidden) prejudices, stereotypes and the discourse of silence. The understanding of ethnic problems (topics) in
Lithuanian society and representation of ethnic problems in Lithuanian press present a closed circulation cycle as the
problems experienced by ethnic, religious and migrant groups in Lithuanian society and identified by surveyed
experts, are partially reiterated from topics about ethnic groups covered in media.

Frejute-Rakauskiene, M. 2009.
Etninio nepakantumo ir
ksenofobijos apraiškos Lietuvos
spaudoje ES prevencinės politikos
aspektu. Dr. disert. (socialiniai m.)

to analyze a possible

When Lithuania became a member of the European Union, the verbal expression of ethnic intolerance, i.e. ethnic

Frėjutė-Rakauskienė, M. 2009.

- Vilniaus universitetas.
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influence of the media
to the spread of ethnic
intolerance

intolerance and xenophobia in the public information, became topical. The issue of ethnic intolerance does not
directly depend on the number of ethnic and other groups in a country or the legal framework that should ensure
the principles of indiscrimination and equality. However, various cases of discrimination and racist attacks depend on
the social environment in which they appear. In her study, the author analyses a possible influence of the media to
the spread of ethnic intolerance. By means of a qualitative analysis of Lithuanian texts about interethnic relations,
the main problems, themes, reasons of the problems and influencing factors are determined and the forms in which
the ethnic intolerance is constructed in the texts of the media are distinguished. The data was accumulated by the
analysis of the printed and on-line sources of the period of 2005–2007. The study also discusses general principles of
the ethnic intolerance prevention in the whole European Union. The concepts of ethnic, racial intolerance and
xenophobia that are found in the documents of the specialised institutions and other organisations in the EU
territory that work in the field of racial intolerance prevention are analysed. After an analysis of legal means of the
prevention of ethnic intolerance and xenophobia in the public space, the recommendations to improve the
regulations and their application, to educate the society through the media and to encourage public debates about
tolerance were provided.

Etninis nepakantumas Lietuvos
spaudoje. Etniškumo studijos.
2009, Nr. 1. p. 5-207.

The article aims at
identifying the
tendencies of hate
crime during the
period of economic
crisis in Lithuania.

The article defines the concept of hate crime for this research (chapter XXV of Lithuanian Criminal Code: crimes
and misdemeanours against person’s equal rights and freedom of conscience) and explains circumstances that
encumber the establishment of the impact of economic factors on hate crime; analyses legal theories that list
economic factors among the reasons of hate crime; identifies the dynamics of hate crime during the period of
economic downturn in Lithuania and verifies whether the tendencies might have been influenced by other
factors (amendments of regulation and structural reform). The analysis reveals that most legal theories (strain
theory, theories of social disorganisation, resource competition) confirm the growth of hate crime during the
period of economic recession: members of society usually have a negative attitude towards immigrants or

Isokaitė, I. 2015. Impact of the
economic downturn on hate
crime tendencies. Teisė, 94, 189 203
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other minorities as posing risk on social-economic stability and increasing competition in distribution of
resources. Nevertheless, it is emphasized that the influence of economic crisis on the tendencies of hate crime
is much more complex, existing on macro-level and on micro-level, where the manifestation of hate motivation
in a particular person’s behaviour depends on many factors, including the formation of prejudice, level of selfcontrol, being unemployed and uneducated that are often related with poverty. Therefore one may come
across a position that hate crime is not related with economic factors. Legal analysis finds that during the
economic crisis the number of registered hate crime in Lithuania (mostly comprised of incitement to hatred)
has grown from some tenths to hundreds of such criminal offences per year. The author notices that the
Criminal Code has been supplemented with several new criminal offences (public incitement to violence by
publishing, distributing hate production, organising groups, also denial, trivialisation of international crimes,
crimes of Soviet or Nazi regime), however, there are usually only few if any such criminal offences per year in
practice. Thus neither the changes in regulation nor the reorganisation of a special unit in the General
Prosecutor‘s Office had any significant impact on the established growth of hate crime. Case law of Lithuanian
courts, where statements inciting to violence are used in the context of economic crisis in Lithuania and
negative attitude is expressed towards immigrants, national, sexual or other minorities, confirm that economic
downturn intensifies hate prejudice. Finally, it is concluded that despite the identified growth of hate crime
economic crisis is not the only or a direct cause of hate crime, still, undoubtedly it stands among the factors
intensifying such type of crime (especially incitement to hatred). Attention is also paid to the fact that a ‘hate
culture’ or a ‘hate phenomenon’ remains among the most complex challenges for states.
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Name of project,
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Human Rights
Monitoring
Institute
(HRMI) in
partnership
with OSFL
Projects (OSF
LP) - a nonprofit legal
entity

Programme operator
of the European
Economic Area (EEA)
Financial Mechanisms
NGO
Programme Lithuania.

From 2013 till now

Aim of project

To support a range of
initiatives to tackle hate
speech and hate crime
through
the
NGO
programme in Lithuania.
To reports on the situation
of hate crimes in Lithuania
and
engages into dialogue with
the UN Universal Periodic
Review
mechanism, UN Committee
on the Elimination of
Racial
Discrimination, the UN
Human Rights Committee,
ECRI and

Outcomes of the projects

Website or description
uploaded

3 calls for proposals with http://nvoprograma.lt/
emphasis
on
supporting
en
projects
that
focus
discrimination,

on

non-

hate speech and hate crime.
Events: Host of the UNITED
conference
‘Rethinking
Diversity.
Challenges
for
Equality in Europe and New
Responses’, 2013; Co-organising
follow-up conference ‘Hate
Speech and the Role of Civil
Society’, 2013; conference on
Anti-Semitism,
Radicalisation
and Violent Extremism, 2015.
Research
&
Publication:
Protection of the Rights of Hate
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Aim of project
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uploaded

other international and Crimes Victims in Lithuania;
regional human rights Hate Speech in Lithuania:
bodies.
Frequently Asked Questions.
Bloggers training on countering
hate speech online.
Advocacy campaign: Researchbased legal advocacy, including
shadow reporting to UN Treaty
Bodies
(CERD),
individual
meetings with decisions makers
(Ministry of Justice) etc.
Lithuanian
Gay League
(National
LGBT rights
organization).
Funder:
European
Commission

Project
“Accomodating the
needs of the victims
of homophobic and
transphobic hate
crimes – raising the
competences of lawenforcement
institutions”.
2015 – 2017

Diagnosing specific needs
of
the
victims
of
homophobic
and
transphobic hate crimes in
the light of specific
provisions of the Victims
Rights
Directive
and
ensuring their proper and
respectful treatment by
law-enforcement officials.

Benchmarking tools, research
methodology, training agendas
and toolkits for the lawenforcement officials which can
be easily transferrable to all
other EU countries.
HateNoMore campaign as a part
of the project - on-line reporting
tool for hate crime victims.

The project will be
conducted
in
5
countries:
Croatia,
Latvia,
Lithuania,
Poland and Hungary.
http://www.lgl.lt/en/?
page_id=7534
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Aim of project

Lithuanian
Project “Changing
Gay League
Attitudes: Increasing
(National
Police Participation
LGBT rights
in Tackling
organization).
Homophobic and
Funder: ILGATransphobic
Europe
Crimes”.
2014 - 2015 (5
months)

To start a dialogue with
police
authorities
for
cooperation in tackling
homophobic
and
transphobic crimes.

Round
table
discussions.
International
conference
“Expression of Opinion on the
Internet: Human Rights, Ethics,
and Legal Practice”

http://www.lgl.lt/en/?
page_id=7506

Lithuanian
Project
“Documenting hate
Gay League
speech
in Lithuanian
(National
media”.
LGBT rights
02.2006 – 05.2007
organization).
Funder:

Putting
together
a
sustainable
documentation/informatio
n archive on hate speech in
media against LGBT people
in Lithuania.

Report Not private enough?:
homophobic
and
injurious
speech in the Lithuanian mass
media, 2007. The conclusions of
the report emphasize the
division of the private and
public life of the LGBT people.

http://www.lgl.lt/en/?
page_id=1668
http://old.ilgaeurope.org/home/how_
we_work/ilga_europe_a
s_a_funder/completed_
projects/call_ii/lithuani
a_documenting_hate_sp
eech_in_lithuanian_med
ia

http://hatenomore.net/
en/?p=info
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Lithuanian
Gay League

Project
“Documenting
homophobic and
transphobic hate
crimes in Lithuania”.

Research on hate crime
(Lithuania). Documenting
evidences from victims of
hate crimes committed on
grounds
of
sexual
orientation or gender
identity.

Report
“Homophobic
and
transphobic hate crimes in
Lithuania:
LGL
monitoring
report” of the key findings (in
English and Lithuanian).

http://www.ilgaeurope.org/what-wedo/our-worksupportingmovement/funder/ilgaeuropesdocumentation-andadvocacy-fund-8

To determine whether
Lithuanian legal system is
ready
to
respond
efficiently to hate crimes
while taking into account
the victims’ rights. It is
July - November 2013 primarily aimed at the
Lithuanian
decisionmakers,
tasked
with
ensuring compliance of
Lithuanian laws with the

Investigation
report
(in
Lithuanian and English) for
distribution to the target
institutions in Lithuania and
abroad.

http://nvoprograma.lt/
news/119/64/Protecti
on-of-Hate-CrimeVictims-Rights-thecase-ofLithuania/d,standartini
s

January - December
2013
Human Rights Project “Protection of
Monitoring
Hate Crime Victims’
Institute
Rights: the Case in
(HRMI)
Lithuania”.

Aim of project
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provisions of the EU
Directive
on
Victims’
Rights,
and
lawenforcement agencies, first
of
all,
the
pre-trial
investigation officers and
prosecutors dealing with
the incidents of hate
crimes.
Lithuanian
Centre for
Human Rights
/ „Lietuvos
žmogaus
teisių centras“

Project “Mano teisės
– aktyvus
dalyvavimas“ / My
Rights - active
participation.
2014 – 2015

To strengthen the human
rights
discourse
in
Lithuania and to involve
the society in public
discussions on human
rights. To strengthen the
standards of journalist's
ethics in the field of
freedom of speech and to
improve the competence of

A grassroots initiative and http://manoteises.lt/ap
human
rights
website. ie/apie-projekta/
International Conference in
March 2015
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journalists
and
lawenforcement agencies in
ensuring
responsible
public speech.
The National
equality and
diversity
forum (NEDF)
- Lithuanian
NGOs
representing
different
grounds of
discriminatio
n

Project “Diversity
LT”.
2013 - 2014

To
strengthen
and
disseminate good practice
results of the PROGRESS
programme
implementation
in
Lithuania. To raise public
awareness and to improve
people’s understanding of
equality, diversity and
human rights.

Awareness events in the http://nlif.lt/en/project
different regions of Lithuania - s/diversity-lt/
Diversity Days 2013.
Campaigns on Different Grounds
aimed to raise awareness on
non-discrimination and increase
understanding
of
its
importance.
Employing
Roma
Teacher
Assistants and Roma school
mediators in two Vilnius
secondary schools.
A training programme for
volunteers “Development of
social skills of Roma children”.
Training
on
Multiple
Discrimination for Experts and
Representatives of NGOs.
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Studies in the Field of Equal
Opportunities.
Nondiscrimination mainstreaming.
Workshop - Equality Summit
2013.
Partnership of
the Office of
the Equal
Opportunities
Ombudsman
(OEOO) and
NGOs:
“Lithuanian
National
Forum of the
Disabled”
(LNF) and the
Association
“Lithuanian
Gay League”

Project “CODE:
Coming out for
Diversity and
Equality”.
2014 - 2015

To strengthen
National
Equality and Diversity
Forum (NEDF).
To document and to
monitor the instances of
discrimination
and
stigmatization.
To implement targeted
interventions with the
view of empowering and
building acceptance of the
most socially vulnerable
and stigmatized groups
(the disabled, Roma people
and LGBT community).

Human
Right
Conference http://nlif.lt/en/project
Equality Policies in Europe and s/code-coming-out-forin Lithuania: Current Challenges diversity-and-equality/
and Future Perspectives.
Several
media
awareness
products (Social video clip
Change
it,
a
publication
“Homophobic
Bullying
in
Lithuanian Schools: Survey
Results
and
Recommendations”).
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(LGL)
Women’s
Issues
Information
Centre /
Moterų
Informacijos
Centras

Project “Bullying,
LOG-IN”.
December 2012 December 2014

Tolerant
Youth
Association

Project “Promoting
Friendly Society by
strengthening the
Role of NGO‘s“.
October 2013 –
December 2014

To reduce gender based An education program against http://www.womensiss
violence among youth on violence and bullying in social uescentre.com/bullying
media for youth.
social media.
-log-in/
Interactive
workshops
in
schools and youth institutions.
Social campaign against gender
based violence in person and
through social media.
Created project: website and
Facebook page.
Decreasing
the Campaign against bullying in
discrimination of LGBT schools, improving competences
people
by
inducing of teachers to deal with bullying.
LGBTpositive
discourse
and strengthening NGO‘s.
Forming a LGBTfriendly
discourse; enabling NGO‘s
to advocate and defend
discriminated persons.

http://www.tja.lt/index
.php/en/projects/curre
nt-projects/317forming-a-lgbt-friendlydiscourse-enabling-ngos-to-advocate-anddefend-discriminatedpersons
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implementation

National
Institute for
Social
Integration
(NISI) and
partners

Project “All different
– all equal: active
participation,
diversity and human
rights”.
2013 - 2014

Outcomes of the projects
Aim of project

To contribute to the
development
of
civil
society and to improve the
representation
of
vulnerable groups and
minorities in media, raise
awareness of human rights
amongst youth, implement
the campaign No Hate
Speech.

Website or description
uploaded

Study of youth awareness and http://zmogui.lt/en/20
attitudes, seeking to find out the 13/11/visi-skirtingiposition of young people visi-lygus-aktyvustowards various social groups.
dalyvavimas-ivairovezmogaus-teises/
Living Library project as an http://www.gyvojibibli
informal educational tool for oteka.lt/en/about.php
breaking stereotypes about
vulnerable groups.
http://www.myliupand
Implementing I LOVE PANDA a.lt/en/
campaign
with
different
activities for human rights,
equality and diversity and ideas
of No Hate Speech Movement in
Europe.
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National
Institute for
Social
Integration,
Institute of
Applied Policy
(TPI),
Vytautas
Magnus
University
(VMU) +
international
partners

„The Address of
Human Rights –
Journalism“.
2013 – 2015

Outcomes of the projects

Website or description
uploaded

Training courses for editors,
journalists,
and
youngjournalists/students
Training for self-help and other
organizations that work with
and for socially vulnerable
groups that do become the
victims of racism, xenophobia
and hate speech within the
media.
Manual on how to recognise and
how to react towards hate
speech in the media for the
regional media.
Conference “From 9/11 to
Charlie Hebdo: what is the
power of stereotypes in the
media?.

http://www.mediadiversity.org/en/index.
php?option=com_conte
nt&view=article&id=25
16:the-address-ofhuman-rightsjournalism-to-combatracism-xenophobiaand-anti-semitism-ineurope&catid=18:curre
nt-projects&Itemid=21

Aim of project

Raising
social
responsibility
and
sensitivity while writing
about people with different
ethnic
background.
Analysis of the clash
between the freedom of
speech and the beginning
of hate speech within the
framework of the EU law.
Project aims especially at
the
following
groups:
Roma, migrants, people of
different skin color, ethnic
minorities, Muslims.

http://zmogui.lt/en/cat
egory/ziniasklaidosProject
is
sided
by programa/
Media4change campaign which
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focuses on cooperation between
NGOs, media and experts for a
better representation of socially
vulnerable groups.

Lithuanian
Jewish
Community

Project “Bagel shop:
tolerance campaign
against antiSemitism and hate
speech in public
space”.

To encourage tolerance
and stop the spread of antisemitism and other forms
of hate.
To implement promotional
campaign for democratic

A Bagel Shop Club was http://www.lzb.lt/en/b
established on the premises of agel-shop/
the
Lithuanian
Jewish
Community,
a
space
for
generating and implementing
ideas fostering tolerance. During
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January 2014 - June
2015

New Religions Project “Awareness
raising and
Research and
dissemination
of
Information
religious diversity in
Center in
Lithuania”.
cooperation
with
2014 – 2015
Lithuanian
Journalists
Union

Outcomes of the projects
Aim of project

values, tolerance towards
ethnic
minorities
and
against xenophobia as well
as enhance capacity in
identifying
hate
and
xenophobia
driven
expressions
in
public
space.

Website or description
uploaded

the project "Bagel" nominations
were made for acts or
behaviours
encouraging
tolerance in society.

To promote the values of Seminars for journalists on http://www.religija.lt/e
democracy and human religious diversity in Lithuania. n/projects
rights as well as the
dissemination
of
knowledge about religious
diversity in the field of
cooperation
with
the
media. Members of nontraditional
religious
communities in Lithuania
often face non tolerance
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and discrimination, are
often labeled as “sects”,
they are not allowed to
participate in the public
life.
Centre of
Ethnic Studies
of the
Institute for
Social
Research

Research project
“Prevention of
Ethnic Hatred and
Xenophobia. Civic
Response in the
Mass Media”.
2004 – 2005

US-LT Alumni
Association

Project “Ethnic
Kitchen: Human

Monitoring and analysis of
the situation of
ethnic
minorities,
migrants, refugees and
other
vulnerable
groups.
Collecting
data
on
manifestation of
ethnic hatred from the
state institutions and
NGOs.

Media monitoring; production No
of a series of 7 articles on
tolerance and intolerance to
national minorities and other
related topics; organisation of
an
on-line
conference;
presentation of findings of the
study to the public through
radio and TV and electronic
media; organisation of a number
of seminars.

To make Lithuanians more Documentary about five women
foreigners-friendly
and who moved to Lithuania from

http://www.pasauliovir
tuve.eu/en/
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Rights Advocacy
Campaign to Combat
Xenophobia, Racism,
Sexism, and Ageism
in Lithuania”.
2013 - 2015

Let's destroy

Project “Promoting
tolerance, human
rights and creating
socially safe living
environment for
foreign nationals
residing in
Lithuania, "ESu".
2013.10.01 –
2014.09.30

Outcomes of the projects
Aim of project

Website or description
uploaded

less xenophobic, racist,
sexist, and ageist. To make
them aware of problems
that
immigrants
experience in Lithuania as
well as ways in which
people of various cultural
backgrounds
enrich
Lithuanian society.

different countries and
screening of the film in different
places.

To foster active citizenship
through
promoting
volunteering
and
promotion of human right
through raising awareness
on xenophobia.

Round table discussions, human http://nvoprograma.lt/
rights awareness workshops, news/239/172/Let-srecruitment/training
of destroy?filter=2014-02
volunteers, production of video
materials for dissemination
online and in schools. Monthlong
awareness
raising
campaign shall cover schools in
2 biggest cities and continue in
cinemas around Lithuania.

Series of photos titled What is
Lithuania to YOU.
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Lithuanian
Children's
Foundation in
partnership
with
Lithuanian
Women
Society; Roma
community
center.

Project “We and
Roma: NGO
coalition".

Lithuanian
Red
Cross
Society

2013.10.04 –
2014.10.01

Project “Migration
and Human Rights:
Protection of
Migrants‘ Dignity”.
2014 – 2016

Outcomes of the projects

Website or description
uploaded

Fostering development of
NGO coalition working
with Roma issues as well
as strengthening expert
and
organizational
capacity of those NGOs.
Media representatives to
be familiarized with Roma
situation in Lithuania and
encouraged to raise public
awareness
of
Roma
community instead of
fostering stigmatization of
it.

The project has brought 19
organisations that represent
Roma people together to
improve their administrative
capacity.

http://nvoprograma.lt/
news/236/172/Lithuan
ian-Children-sFoundation?filter=2014
-02

To
strengthen
the
protection of the rights of
the migrants and to change
the
societal
attitudes
towards
them,
by
integrating the human

Social advertising campaign http://redcross.lt/en/
challenging negative public migracija-ir-zmogausattitudes towards migrants;
teises

Aim of project

A discussion with the media was
centred on how the media can
do more to combat negative
stereotypes.
Introduction of the ‘Aflatoun
methodology’, which helps
children
to
learn
about
themselves, their rights and
responsibilities.

Advocacy training on the topic
assurance of the rights of
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Who did the
project

Name of project,
Dates of
implementation

Outcomes of the projects

Website or description
uploaded

Aim of project

rights
and
dignity migrants;
dimension into the public
Preparation and publication of
debate on migration.
advocacy papers;
Round-table discussions.

5. Evaluation
Partner: European Humanities University (Lithuania)

Narrative
Summary
Overall Goal

Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVIs)
To report the variation in hate crime definition in the 10
countries in the project, whether in legal texts, in police
practices and in court cases.

Means of Verification
Problems encountered, risks
(MOV)
One month
of desktop  For analysis the framework of
research (first report to be
the Code of Criminal
sent in December).
Procedures was used



The access to the official
annual overviews of hate
crime in Lithuania is limited
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Narrative
Summary

Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVIs)

Means of Verification
(MOV)

Problems encountered, risks






by the data from the
Information Technology and
Communications Department
under the Ministry of Interior,
at
http://www.ird.lt/infusions/r
eport_manager/report_manag
er.php?lang=lt&rt=1
and
http://hatecrime.osce.org/lit
huania
Main problems of the hate
crime
definitions
and
procedural use are covered by
the recommendations from
CERD for 2014 Lithuanian
State Report.
http://www.refworld.org/pu
blisher,CERD,,LTU,5652fe5f4,
0.html
The research team will try to
access the police practices
and to recommended police
procedures in the nearest
month.
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Narrative
Summary
Purpose

Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVIs)
To understand racial, xenophobic, homophobic hate
crime in their national contexts through mapping of
existing definitions, projects, and scientific literature

Means of Verification
(MOV)
Report given at the end of
the activity

Problems encountered, risks



To identify the definitions used in existing report
mechanisms of hate crime and hate speech whether at
the police, NGO, civil society, and court level, in order to
see the caveats and what could be improved.





Legal definitions of the hate
crime and speech are
relatively standardized in a
range of legal and procedural
documents (Criminal Code,
Administrative Code and Code
for Criminal procedures) with
bias types - sex, sexual
orientation, race, nationality,
language, origin, social status,
religion, conviction or belief,
politics, ethnicity, cultural
group, gender, social group.
According to the official
statistics the main bias types
are sexual orientation, race,
religion, nationality and
language.
Current Lithuanian legislation
falls far short of realizing the
guarantees and rights
afforded to crime victims
under the EU Directive on
Victims’ Rights. The
procedural rights of crime
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Narrative
Summary

Inputs/Activiti
es

Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVIs)







Tasks were assigned across the team
Google and special academic national database
searches to identify projects, literature, cases
etc.
Contacts made to relevant experts and NGOs
activists to try retrieve more information
regarding hate crime in Lithuania
All relevant data was uploaded to a shared
Google Doc
Team meetings held to discuss progress,
identify gaps

Means of Verification
(MOV)

Report given at the end of
the activity

Problems encountered, risks





victims set out in the
Directive, even though
available under Lithuanian
law, suffer from very narrow
and vague coverage. This is
especially true where the
protection of vulnerable
victims, including hate crime
victims, is concerned, as there
is no systematic approach to
victims’ protection. (Human
Rights Monitoring Institute
2013).
Not all contacts made have
been replied. Thus, we’ll
proceed to contacting experts,
officials and NGOs members.
Sufficient amount of academic
articles have been found
(both in Lithuanian and
English languages). The topic
of hate crime and hate speech
appears to be in the focus of
some national research
projects. Also a lot of projects
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Narrative
Summary

Outputs/Result
s

Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVIs)

Desk research including
a) definitions used in court cases, police reports and
inscribed in laws;
b) existing mechanisms of reporting and monitoring
hate crime and online hate speech in each
participating country
c) literature (scientific articles, studies) dealing with
hate crime/speech
d) previous or on-going projects on mapping, classifying
hate crime or speech
Duration : 1st month.

Means of Verification
(MOV)

Comparison of :

-

10 Reports from
desktop research

Problems encountered, risks








on related topics were
realized by national NGOs
with support of different
international organizations.
The analysis shows that
Lithuania has progressed in
establishing the framework
for hate crimes and speeches
definitions and practices
during the last 5 years
The New Law on National
Minorities is not approved
The impact of the new Law on
Citizenship (April 2011) on
the reduction of statelessness
in Lithuania is unclear
Collected data allows to
proceed to the comparative
analysis within 9 State
reports.
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